
This creative multi-position station transforms quickly
from one mode to another and allows you to perform
preacher curls, tricep extensions, abdominal
crunches, leg curls and leg extensions,
all in biomechanically correct form.

Squat Mode
In addition to the standard

leg extension/leg curl station and
the all-new leg press option, we

offer our unique squat attachments,
which turn the press arm into a

squat machine. With the easy-to-
use fingertip selector, one can

conveniently raise or lower the press
arm while in the squat position.
Use the squat attachments with

the calf block for a tremendously
effective standing calf exercise.

The high pulley
adjusts from
6’6” to 6’11”

to accommodate
various ceiling

heights and
physical

characteristics
of the primary

users.

Leg/Calf Press Our new ultra-smooth leg/calf press option
provides another effective way to exercise your quads, glutes,
and calfs.

Our new generation 7-position Vector bench features a protractor
style degree indicator so you can set the bench at the precise
angle for your exercise. The contoured pads help keep you secure
for exercises like sit-ups and decline press. The bench rolls easily
on sturdy wheels which allows it to be positioned precisely for
various machine exercises, and also to be used independent of
the machine for exercises such as dumbbell presses, flies, etc.
An automatic locking mechanism in the wheels keeps the bench
securely in position when you are on the bench.
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The 1650 is the second generation
machine featuring the unique “Fixed or
Free Weight Selection System.” The 1600
was a tremendous hit, and the 1650
promises to be even more popular with
several new innovations, including the
cross-chest fly station.

Emphasis on Biomechanics
As with all Vectra machines, biomechanics
is a top priority. This emphasis results in
superior muscular development and
maximum comfort. The design ensures that
each exercise is performed in the correct
position, with necessary body support and
with each muscle group moving through
its correct and full range of motion.

Your Time is Valuable
With conventional machines, you can spend
much of your valuable workout time
adjusting seats, press arms and other
components with off-the-shelf pop pins
and annoying tightening-down knobs.

Not so with Vectra. The patented On-
Line® “no cable change system” means
just that. And, adjustments to exercise
components, such as the press arm, lat
hold-downs and the preacher curl support
pad are made while you are in your exercise
position, with one simple movement, such
as a flick of the finger.

What You See is What You Get
Vectra weights are calibrated in pounds,
not in unrelated “units” as found on other
machines. If you put the selector pin in
at the 50 pound weight, you’re lifting 50
pounds. You’ll discover even more examples
of intelligent design during your first
workout.

Setting the Standard
With its massive beauty, ease of operation,
quality materials, and superior design, it’s
easy to see that Vectra has deserved its
reputation as the industry leader.

The revolutionary cross-chest
fly is a tremendous chest
exercise for a couple of
reasons. One, YOU determine
the path your arms will take, so you can work the pecs from
a variety of angles. And two, unlike ordinary pulley machines,
this unique station features an ingenious arm-and-cam design
which gives you consistent resistance throughout the repetition,
even as your hands cross each other, providing a tremendous
squeeze of the pecs and surrounding muscles.

NEW!

Leg Training
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FREE-WEIGHT
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press-arm
adjustment
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The multi-position
lat hold-down keeps
you comfortably but

firmly in position.
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Stack movement Free-weight
balance zone

Natural arc in
fixed mode

On-Line 1650

NOW. A SYSTEM THAT FEATURES WEIGHT
MACHINE AND  FREE-WEIGHT BENEFITS.

In fixed-mode pressing, the

path of the moving bar is guided,

somewhat limiting the

muscles involved

in the execution

of the exercise

(Fig. A).

Free-weight

pressing, however,

requires the

involvement of

secondary,

supportive

muscles to guide

and balance the bar throughout

the lifting action (Fig. B).

Muscle Development
with the

Free Weight System

Engineering
Vectra machines are designed so that each
exercise is performed in the correct position
with necessary body support. In addition,
each muscle group moves through its
correct and full range of motion. This
emphasis on biomechanics results in supe-
rior muscular development and maximum
comfort. As with all Vectra machines, the
1650 is composed of these high quality
components. Stainless steel guide rods.
Powder coated weight plates. Ball bearing
leg developer and press arm. Ball bearing
pulleys and aircraft quality cable with
stainless steel fittings.

Industry Respect
As an example of the respect shown Vectra
Fitness by knowledgeable members of the
fitness industry, the American Council on
Exercise® selected Vectra as the weight
machine to demonstrate a variety of
exercises for its Personal Trainer Manual.
We can think of no higher compliment than
to be chosen by this respected organization
to illustrate their text book on correct
exercise biomechanics.

Safety
It’s important to maintain a safe exercise
environment. Vectra understands that as
well as anyone. That’s why our machines
feature padded bars, clear-coated cables
and enclosed pulleys for the protection of
not only users of the gym, but bystanders
as well.

In the “free-weight” mode,
as you lift the weight vertically,
the weight stack is free to tilt
back and forth (controlled by
built-in “spotters”). As with a
traditional bar and plates,
YOU control the fore-and-aft
motion of the bar, as you
move it vertically.

TECHNICALLY SUPER IOR  MULTI-STATION GYMS
Specifications/Features
Cushions: Seamless cushions, more
durable than molded or sewn cushions.

Weight Stack: 210 lbs, 235 lbs. (all
exercises lifting press arm). Maximum
resistance for leg/calf press option is
350 lbs. Powder coated, machined cast
iron. Alloy selector shaft for low minimun
weight. Premium selector pin.

Press Arm: 21-position with ball bearing
pivots. Release lever functions in both
directions for easy adjustment from all
exercise positions (patent 6,508,748).
1 to 1 lift ratio. Choice of fixed (natural arc)
or free weight mode (patent 6,482,135).

Vector Bench: 7 settings, one touch
adjustment, spring loaded wheels
(patent 5,462,510 and others).

Leg Developer: Ball bearing pivot.
Cam and accommodating pads (patent
5,395,295 and others). Locking two-position
seat for supported leg curls (patent
4,900,018).

Frame: Heavy duty welded steel
construction. Quality powder coat finish
for durability.

Pulleys: Fiberglass reinforced nylon,
4-1/2" and 6" diameter with ball
bearing hub.

Cable: Internally lubricated, nylon coated
7x19 strand construction, aircraft quality,
2,000 lb. tensile strength with
stainless steel fittings.

Guide Rods: Stainless steel.

Standard Accessories
• Weight stack guards
• Padded ab strap and ankle strap
• Lat bar, cambered curl bar,

two single handles
• Adjustable lat hold-down

Other Vectra Options
• Leg/calf press station
• Squat attachments,
    low row/calf block
• Accessory rack
• Custom handle kit
• Dumbbell racks
• 2-1/2 and 5 lb. add-on plates

     he revolutionary On-Line® 1650
offers two completely different

training disciplines on the same
machine.

The convenience, efficiency
and safety of a weight machine.
And, the proven benefits of free-
weight training, including greater
overall strength, improved upper
body awareness and stability, and
sport specific strength.

How does it work?
If you’ve never pressed with

a traditional bar and plates, here’s
the scenario. Load the plates, taking
care not to overload one side. Don’t
drop a plate on your foot. Look for
somebody to spot for you. Add a
plate or two, subtract a plate or two.
Don’t let the bar get away from you.

Here’s how easy it is with the
Vectra 1650. All you need to do to
transform the machine from “fixed
mode” to “free-weight mode” is pull
the conveniently located selector
knob. This releases the fore-and-aft
restrictions on the weight stack,
requiring you to control and balance
the weight throughout the pressing
action, approximating the sensation
and benefits of free-weight pressing.

This act of controlling the
vertical path during the lift
is what separates the 1650
system from the so-called
“user-defined” machines, with
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FIXED OR FREE-W
EIGHT SELECTION SYSTEM

Limited Warranty: 10 years frame,
5 years weight stack pulleys, 1 year cables,
upholstery and bearing. See manual for details.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Protected by one or more of the following
Patent Numbers: RE34,572; 4,900,018; 4,986,538;
5,336,148; 5,378,216; 5,395,295; 5,462,510;
5,605,523, 5,672,143; 5,779,601; 6,482,135;
6,508,748; 6,582,346; D320,246; D320,247;
D320,248; D329,563; D454,168; D457,581;
D460,508; D462,731; CN1,309,738;
CN2,023,972; J3,117,451.
Other U.S. and foreign patents pending.

Vectra and On-Line are registered trademarks
of Vectra Fitness, Inc. ARC (Automatic Ratcheting
Cam), AL (Arm-Leg) and Vector are trademarks
of Vectra Fitness, Inc.

Made in U.S.A.
©2005 Vectra Fitness, Inc.
PN 62290

Vectra Fitness, Inc
7901 South 190th Street
Kent, WA 98032 U.S.A.
Tel: 425-291-9550
Fax: 425-291-9650
www.vectrafitness.com

FIXED OR FREE-W
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merely a free-floating press arm.
Just as with a free-weight bar, the
more you lift vertically with the 1650,
the more you must balance. And the
more balance required, the more the
secondary, supportive muscles must
be called into action.

To return to the fixed mode, simply push
in the selector knob. This amazing feature
must be experienced to be fully understood
and appreciated.
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